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Migration Notes/Domino to Outlook/Exchange

Strategies and prioritized process models
Every migration project sets new framework conditions, but there are best practices that offer a high guarantee of success for a migration project. Our tools have matured in these projects over the years and guarantee
an efficient, cost-saving and risk-minimizing approach.

Step by step
• Detailed assessment of the Lotus Domino/Notes-based infrastructure
−− Determination of the quantity structure for mail and applications
−− Determination of migration-relevant facts and general conditions
• Development of the future Exchange infrastructure concept or, if this
infrastructure already exists, concept for the expansion of the Exchange
infrastructure
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• Development of the mail migration concept, in consideration of the
possible temporary coexistence of both platforms
• Development of the migration concept for the applications
−− Definition of the migration path for each individual application, in
consideration of the possible temporary coexistence of both platforms
• Building the Exchange infrastructure (if not already in place)
• Mail migration
• Building the SharePoint infrastructure or other application platforms
• Application Migration

Knowledge and experience of our project managers
Depending on the nature of the task at hand, various holistic-net GmbH employees can take on the task of
project management. Our project managers have more than 20 years of experience in project management,
including a large number of infrastructure, migration and application development projects for customers of
all sizes (Bayer, Henkel, BASF, Continental AG, as well as medium-sized and smaller companies). They are very
much familiar with both HCL Domino-based infrastructures and Microsoft Exchange-based infrastructures.

Knowledge and experience of our team
holistic-net has an experienced team of employees who have worked on the above-mentioned projects. In
addition to the skills on the required core topics, they also have extensive experience in the application of the
tools used. In addition to holistic-net GmbH‘s own tools, these also include migration tools from third-party
manufacturers (e.g. Quest [now Dell]).
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